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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to a construction for indi-
cating the remaining amount of sheets contained in a
sheet containing portion provided in an image forming
apparatus.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] In an image forming apparatus of an electro-
photographic printing type or an electrostatic recording
type such as a conventional copying machine, a laser
beam printer (LBP) or a facsimile apparatus, provision is
made of a sheet feeding apparatus for feeding sheets
stacked in a sheet containing portion to an image forming
portion.
[0003] As such a sheet feeding apparatus, there is
known one provided with a feed roller which is sheet feed-
ing means for feeding out sheets from a sheet feeding
cassette which is a sheet containing portion, and a sheet
separating member urged against the surface of the feed
roller to prevent the double feeding of sheets to be fed.
[0004] Now, when for example, images are to be
formed on a great deal of sheets at a time, if the remaining
amount of sheets contained in a sheet feeding cassette
is unknown, there is liable to occur an inconvenient state
such as the state that the timing for supplying sheets
cannot be known and the work is interrupted in the course
of the job.
[0005] So, in order to prevent the occurrence of such
an inconvenience, there is an apparatus in which for ex-
ample, a sensor as remaining amount detecting means
is disposed in a sheet feeding cassette, and the remain-
ing amount of sheets is adapted to be indicated on the
control panel of the image forming apparatus based on
information from this sensor. However, in a case where
as described above, the remaining amount of sheets is
detected by the use of a sensor, the construction of re-
maining amount detecting means becomes complicated
and this leads to an increased cost and therefore, there
has been required a sheet remaining amount indicating
mechanism of a simple construction.
[0006] So, as disclosed in Japanese Patent Applica-
tion Laid-open No. H04-243742, there is an apparatus
which is pivotally provided in a sheet feeding cassette
and in which a pointer is mounted on a sheet stacking
plate on which sheets are stacked and an indication scale
for indicating the remaining amount of sheets is provided
on the main body of the sheet feeding cassette. Design
is made such that the pointer moves based on the move-
ment of the sheet stacking plate, and the remaining
amount of sheets is indicated by the position of the pointer
relative to the indication scale (see, for example, Japa-
nese Utility Model Application Laid-open No. S61-49746

and Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No.
H04-243742). A user can see the sheet feeding cassette
from the outside thereof to confirm the remaining amount
of sheets in the sheet feeding cassette, and suitably effect
the supplementation or the like of sheets.
[0007] Now, in a sheet feeding apparatus and an im-
age forming apparatus, there is a case where if the sheet
stacking plate is lifted, the leading edge of the uppermost
one of the sheets stacked thereon remains nipped in the
nip portion between separating means such as a sepa-
rating pad or a separating roller and a feed roller. In such
case, there is the problem that if the apparatus is left in
that state for a long time, a fold will occur to the leading
edge of the sheet to cause a faulty image or the jam of
the sheet.
[0008] So, there has been proposed a construction in
which when the feeding of sheets is completed, the sheet
stacking plate is lowered and the stacked sheets and the
feed roller are separated from each other.
[0009] However, in a case where as described above,
the sheet stacking plate is lowered, a remaining amount
indicating pointer mounted on the sheet stacking plate
also moves. Accordingly, there has been the problem
that in the case of sheet remaining amount indicating
means designed to indicate the remaining amount of
sheets by the position of the pointer based on the move-
ment of the sheet stacking plate, the remaining amount
of sheets cannot be accurately indicated when the sheet
feeding operation is not performed.
[0010] An apparatus having the features of the pream-
ble of claim 1 is known from US-A-2004/0051231. More-
over, apparatuses having features of the preamble of
claim 1 are known from JP-A-04159945 and US-A-
4319742.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] So, the present invention has been made in
view of such present situation and has as its object to
provide an apparatus, which can reliably indicate the re-
maining amount of sheets.
[0012] This object is solved by the apparatus of claim
1. Preferred embodiments are disclosed in the depend-
ent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the construction
of an image forming apparatus provided with a sheet
feeding apparatus according to an embodiment of the
present invention.
[0014] Fig. 2 is a pictorial perspective view of the image
forming apparatus.
[0015] Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the main body con-
trol portion of the image forming apparatus.
[0016] Fig. 4 is a front perspective view of a sheet feed-
ing cassette provided in the sheet feeding apparatus.
[0017] Fig. 5 is a rear perspective view of the sheet
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feeding cassette.
[0018] Fig. 6 illustrates a construction for detecting the
length of sheets stacked on the sheet feeding cassette.
[0019] Fig. 7 illustrates a construction for detecting the
widthwise length of the sheets stacked on the sheet feed-
ing cassette.
[0020] Fig. 8 is a first view illustrating a mechanism for
pivotally moving a pressure lever provided in the sheet
feeding cassette.
[0021] Fig. 9 is a second view illustrating the mecha-
nism for pivotally moving the pressure lever provided in
the sheet feeding cassette.
[0022] Fig. 10 is a first view illustrating the construction
of a pressure drive unit provided on an image forming
apparatus main body side.
[0023] Fig. 11 is a second view illustrating the con-
struction of the pressure drive unit.
[0024] Fig. 12 is a third view illustrating the construc-
tion of the pressure drive unit.
[0025] Fig. 13 is a first view illustrating the operation
of the pressure drive unit.
[0026] Fig. 14 is a second view illustrating the opera-
tion of the pressure drive unit.
[0027] Fig. 15 is a perspective view of a remaining
amount indication holding mechanism provided in the
sheet feeding cassette.
[0028] Fig. 16 shows a state in which the sheet feeding
cassette of the remaining amount indication holding
mechanism has been inserted into the apparatus main
body.
[0029] Fig. 17 shows a state in which the cassette inner
plate of the remaining amount indication holding mech-
anism has been lifted.
[0030] Fig. 18 shows a state in which the cassette inner
plate of the remaining amount indication holding mech-
anism has been lowered.
[0031] Fig. 19 illustrates the construction of a cassette
pulling-in mechanism provided in the sheet feeding ap-
paratus.
[0032] Fig. 20 is a top plan view of the sheet feeding
cassette.
[0033] Fig. 21 illustrates the operation of the cassette
pulling-in mechanism.
[0034] Fig. 22 illustrates the state of the sheet feeding
apparatus during sheet feeding.
[0035] Fig. 23 illustrates the state when the sheet feed-
ing operation of the sheet feeding apparatus has been
completed.
[0036] Fig. 24 illustrates the state when the sheet
stacking plate of the sheet feeding apparatus has been
lowered.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXEMPLARY EMBODIMENT

[0037] Fig. 1 schematically illustrates the construction
of an image forming apparatus provided with a sheet
feeding apparatus according to an embodiment of the
present invention, and Fig. 2 is a pictorial perspective

view thereof.
[0038] In Figs. 1 and 2, an image reading portion 11
for reading the image information of an original D is pro-
vided in the upper portion of the image forming apparatus
main body (hereinafter referred to as the apparatus main
body) 1 of the image forming apparatus 1A. An image
forming portion 2 is provided in the interior of the appa-
ratus main body 1. The reference numeral 3 designates
a sheet feeding apparatus, the reference numeral 4 de-
notes an MP (multi-paper) feeding portion, the reference
numeral 6 designates a main body control portion for
effecting the control of the entire apparatus, the reference
numeral 7 denotes a fixing portion, the reference numeral
8 designates a surface reverse discharging portion, and
the reference numeral 9 denotes a duplex conveying por-
tion. Also, the reference numeral 10 designates an orig-
inal conveying portion for stacking a plurality of originals
thereon and conveying them one by one, the reference
numeral 11 denotes an image reading portion for reading
the image information of the originals D, and the refer-
ence numeral 12 designates an operating portion (shown
in Fig. 2) constituted by an indicating portion, an input
key, etc.
[0039] Each portion constituting the image forming ap-
paratus 1A is described below.
[0040] The image reading portion 11 will first be de-
scribed.
[0041] The image reading portion 11 is provided with
an original plate 601, a flow reading glass plate 602 and
a jump stand 603 on the upper surface thereof, and in
the upper portion thereof, there is provided the original
conveying portion 10 provided with an original pressure
cover 604 through a hinge (not shown) disposed rear-
wardly of the image reading portion 11.
[0042] Also, in the interior of the apparatus, there are
disposed a contact image sensor 606 which is image
reading means, a carriage 607, a guide shaft 608, a tim-
ing belt 609, a driving pulley 610, an image processing
relay substrate 611, and an original size detecting sensor
612 as an option.
[0043] Here, the contact image sensor 606 is a device
comprising a one-dimensional photoelectric conversion
element (not shown), a SELFOC lens (trademark), and
light sources disposed on the opposite sides of the
SELFOC lens (trademark), those being contained in a
housing. This contact image sensor 606 is resiliently sup-
ported on the carriage 607 by a spring (not shown), and
also is urged toward the original plate 601, and keeps a
constant distance so that the distance thereof to the orig-
inals D disposed on the original plate 601 may not depart
from the depth of focus.
[0044] The carriage 607 is connected to the timing belt
609 driven by a reading drive motor 613, and is recipro-
cally moved in the image reading portion 11 along the
guide shaft 608 perpendicular to the one-dimensional
photoelectric conversion element in the contact image
sensor 606. Also, the position of the contact image sensor
606 is controlled by the rotation frequency and rotation
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time of the reading drive motor 613 with the detection
timing of a home position sensor 614 as a base point.
[0045] Also, the original conveying portion 10 is pro-
vided with an original stacking stand 21 and a slider 21a
slidable on the original stacking stand 21 in a width di-
rection orthogonal to the conveying direction of the orig-
inals D, and the opposite side edges of the originals D
stacked on the original stacking stand are adapted to be
aligned by this slider 21a.
[0046] When the originals D are stacked on the original
stacking stand 21, the pressure of the originals and the
length of the originals are detected by an original detect-
ing sensor 21b and a length detecting sensor 21c, re-
spectively, and the width of the originals is detected by
a width detecting sensor 21d based on the movement
amount of the slider 21a. Then, detection signals from
these sensors 21b, 21c and 21d are inputted to the main
body control portion 6 in the apparatus main body 1, and
a sheet of a predetermined size is selected according to
a variable magnification inputted from the operating por-
tion 12. If a sheet of an appropriate size is not present,
it is displayed on the LCD (liquid crystal display) 73
(shown in Fig. 2) of the indicating portion of the operating
portion 12.
[0047] The image reading operation of the image read-
ing portion 11 provided with such an original conveying
portion 10, etc. is described below.
[0048] When the originals D are stacked on the original
stacking stand 21, and a start key 70 (shown in Fig. 2)
on the operating portion 12 is depressed after the origi-
nals D are detected by the original detecting sensor 21b,
the originals D are separated one by one by a separating
roller 22b being in pressure contact with a separating pad
22a. Further, thereafter, the original D is conveyed to a
U-turn sheet passing path 22d by original conveying roller
22c. Also, when the start key 70 is depressed, the contact
image sensor 606 effects shading. Thereafter, the con-
tact image sensor 606 is moved to below the flow reading
glass plate 602 on a side opposite to the original plate
601 with the jump stand 603 interposed therebetween,
and becomes stationary there.
[0049] Further, the original D passes an original lead-
ing edge detecting sensor 22f provided on the U-turn
sheet passing path 22d, and thereafter is conveyed to a
first image reading portion 615 by a feed roller 22e, etc.
Then, the image of the original begins to be scanned at
the timing whereat the leading edge of the original arrives
at an image reading position whereat the contact image
sensor 606 has been stopped. In this first original reading
portion 615, the image information of the original D is
read while the original D is brought close to the flow read-
ing glass plate 602 by an original keeping roller 22g.
[0050] If the original detecting sensor 21b does not de-
tect the originals and it is judged by the original size de-
tecting sensor 612 that the original has been disposed
on the original plate 601, which is a stationary reading
side, the contact image sensor 606 scans the original
plate 601 side.

[0051] Next, the image signal read in this manner is
A/D-converted by the image processing relay substrate
611, thereafter it is sent to the read image processing
portion 52 of the apparatus main body 1 shown in Fig. 3
which will be described later. The contact image sensor
606 and the image processing relay substrate 611 are
electrically connected together by a flat cable (not
shown).
[0052] Next, the image of the original D is read, there-
after the original D is scooped up from the upper surface
of the flow reading glass plate 602 by the jump stand
603, and is discharged onto an original discharging tray
23 via original discharging rollers 22h. Then, all of the
originals stacked on the original stacking stand 21 are
read, and the original detecting sensor 21b detects the
absence of the original D, whereupon the contact image
sensor 606 is returned to its original standby position.
[0053] On the other hand, when the image of the orig-
inal D disposed on the original plate 601 for copying is
to be read, the original D is disposed on the original plate
601, and when the original conveying portion 10 provided
with the original pressure plate 604 is closed, the size of
the original is first detected by the original size detecting
sensor 612.
[0054] Next, a copying start signal is transmitted,
whereupon a sheet of a predetermined size is selected
according to the detected size of the original and the in-
formation of the variable magnification inputted from the
operating portion 12, and the feeding operation for a
sheet S is started. If a sheet of an appropriate size is not
present, it is displayed on the LCD 73. When the scanning
is completed, the reading drive motor 613 is reversely
rotated to return the contact image sensor 606 to its orig-
inal standby position.
[0055] The sheet feeding apparatus 3 will now be de-
scribed.
[0056] The sheet feeding apparatus 3 is constituted by
a feeder portion 301 detachably mountable to the appa-
ratus main body 1, a sheet feeding cassette 302 detach-
ably mountable to the feeder portion 301, and a feed
roller 303 for feeding sheets S contained in the sheet
feeding cassette 302. A separating roller 305 is in pres-
sure contact with the feed roller 303, and the sheets S
stacked on the sheet feeding cassette 302 are fed by the
feed roller 303, and thereafter are separated one by one
by a separating portion constituted by the feed roller 303
and the separating roller 305 and are conveyed to the
downstream side.
[0057] The feeder portion 301 has the function as a
structure for supporting the apparatus main body 1 from
below it, and a plurality of feeder portions can be con-
nected to below the apparatus main body 1. In the present
embodiment, design is made such that the feeder portion
301 (sheet feeding apparatus 3) can be mounted at two
stages with respect to the apparatus main body 1. Also,
in the present embodiment, the sheet feeding apparatus
main body of the sheet feeding apparatus 3 is the same
as the apparatus main body 1.
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[0058] The sheet feeding cassette 302 which is a sheet
containing portion is provided with a cassette inner plate
304 which is a sheet stacking plate movable up and down
with the sheets S stacked thereon, a side regulating plate
306 for regulating the width direction of the sheets S, and
a trailing edge regulating plate 307 for regulating the trail-
ing edges of the sheets S.
[0059] The sheets S are adapted to be prevented from
causing skew feed or non-feed by having their side edge
surfaces regulated by the side regulating plate 306 mov-
ably mounted according to the sizes thereof. The cas-
sette inner plate 304 is adapted to be pushed up by a
pressure lever 316 for pressurizing the cassette inner
plate disposed below it, and is thus pushed up, whereby
the sheets S stacked on the cassette inner plate 304 are
brought into pressure contact with the feed roller 303.
[0060] As shown in Figs. 22 and 23, the separating
roller 305 having a torque limiter function is used as sep-
arating means. This separating roller 305 is in pressure
contact with the feed roller 303 and also, contains a
torque limiter 158a coaxially with or in the separating roll-
er, and separates the sheets one by one by the braking
torque of the torque limiter 158a.
[0061] In the case of such a separating roller 305, when
for example, only one sheet is present between it and
the feed roller 303, great rotation torque acts on the
torque limiter 158a and therefore, the torque limiter 158a
permits the rotation of the separating roller 305 with that
of the feed roller 303. On the other hand, when a plurality
of sheets are present between the separating roller and
the feed roller 303, relatively small rotation torque acts
on the torque limiter 158a and therefore, the torque limiter
158a is adapted to block the rotation of the separating
roller 305 with that of the feed roller 303. By such action
of the torque limiter 158a, one sheet is conveyed by the
feed roller 303, and other sheets can be prevented from
being conveyed by the separating roller 305.
[0062] Accordingly, the braking torque of the torque
limiter 158a has as its lower limit the rotation torque which
blocks the rotation of the separating roller 305 with that
of the feed roller when a plurality of sheets are present
between the separating roller and the feed roller 303.
Also, it has as its upper limit the rotation torque which
permits the rotation of the separating roller 305 with that
of the feed roller when only one sheet is present between
the separating roller and the feed roller 303. By the mag-
nitude of the braking torque being controlled within this
range, the sheet separating function and the feeding
function can be displayed.
[0063] In this separating means, the sheets S are
adapted to be separated one by one by the braking torque
of the torque limiter 158a. When for example, one sheet
is present between the feed roller 303 and the separating
roller 305, great rotation torque acts on the torque limiter
158a and therefore, the torque limiter 158a permits the
rotation of the separating roller 305 with that of the feed
roller 303. Thereby, the sheet is conveyed.
[0064] On the other hand, when a plurality of sheets

are present between the feed roller 303 and the separat-
ing roller 305, relatively small rotation torque acts on the
torque limiter 158a and therefore, the torque limiter 158a
blocks the rotation of the separating roller 305 with that
of the feed roller. The torque limiter thus blocks the rota-
tion of the separating roller 305 with that of the feed roller,
whereby a sheet is conveyed by the feed roller 303 and
the conveyance of the other sheets is blocked by the
separating roller 305.
[0065] Now, in such a construction, after the sheets S
stacked on the sheet feeding cassette 302 have been
fed, the uppermost sheet S1 is adapted to be pulled out
by a pair of downstream pulling-out rollers 313. When
the sheet S1 is thus pulled out, the feed roller 303 is
rotated in the direction indicated by the arrow A indicated
in Fig. 22.
[0066] When the feed roller 303 is thus rotated, the
sheet S2 next to the uppermost sheet S1 is conveyed to
the nip portion between the feed roller 303 and the sep-
arating roller 305 by the feed roller 303 because of a
construction in which a sheet is always in contact with
the feed roller 303. At this time, the separating roller 305
is stopped from rotating at the moment when the sheet
S1 has left the nip portion and therefore, as shown in Fig.
23, the sheet S2 is stopped with its leading edge folded.
[0067] When the sheet S2 is stopped in such state, if
thereafter, the image forming operation is not performed
for a long time (several days), a fold mark will remain on
the leading edge of the sheet S2, and if an image is
formed on the sheet S2 in this state, a faulty image will
occur on the fold mark portion of the sheet S2.
[0068] So, in order to prevent the occurrence of such
an inconvenience, it is conceivable to lower the sheet
stacking plate 304 by a lifting and lowering mechanism
which will be described later after the completion of the
feeding operation, as shown, for example, in Fig. 24, and
lower the sheets S stacked on the sheet stacking plate
304.
[0069] When the sheets S2 are thus lowered, stress
applied to the leading edge portion of the sheets S2 in
the nip portion between the feed roller 303 and the sep-
arating roller 305 is reduced and therefore, the fold mark
can be prevented from remaining on the leading edge
portion of the sheets S2, thus preventing the occurrence
of a faulty image.
[0070] Also, this sheet feeding cassette 302 can stack
about 500 sheets S thereon, and is designed to be ca-
pable of being pulled out in a forward direction relative
to the apparatus main body 1 (front loading type). Further,
sheets of various sizes (e.g. eight kinds, i.e. A3, A4, A5,
B4, B5, leisure, letter and legal) can be stacked on the
sheet feeding cassette 302, and the presence or absence
of the sheets S is detected by a cassette sensor (not
shown).
[0071] When in this sheet feeding apparatus 3, a sheet
feeding command is outputted from the main body control
portion 6 in the apparatus main body 1, the feed roller
303 which is sheet feeding means receives motive power
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from a motor (not shown), and performs the feeding op-
eration for the sheets S by the connection of the motive
power by a solenoid (not shown). The sheets thus fed by
the feed roller 303 are separated one by one by the feed
roller 303 and the separating roller 305. Further, the
sheets S are conveyed to a pair of pulling-out rollers 313
provided on the downstream side while being upwardly
curved in the separating portion.
[0072] A retry sensor 312 is provided between the sep-
arating roller 305 and the pair of pulling-out rollers 313.
If the sheet S is not detected by the retry sensor 312 even
after a predetermined time has passed after the sheet S
has been fed, the main body control portion 6 rotates the
feed roller 303 again to perform the feeding-out operation
for the sheet S.
[0073] Next, the sheet S is conveyed to the pair of pull-
ing-out rollers 313, and thereafter has its surface re-
versed by a conveying guide on which the pair of pulling-
out rollers 313 are disposed, a sheet feeding U-turn guide
constituted by a portion of a main body frame forming
the skeleton of the apparatus main body 1, and an MP
guide 407. The sheet S thus conveyed strikes against a
registration shutter 203.
[0074] This registration shutter 203 is counterclock-
wisely urged by a spring (not shown) at a point of time
whereat the leading edge of the sheet S arrives at it, and
stands by when the leading edge of the sheet S strikes
against the end portion of the registration shutter in such
a state, and the conveyance of the sheet S by the pair
of pulling-out rollers 313 is effected also thereafter, the
sheet S is flexed and a loop is formed.
[0075] When such a loop is formed, the leading edge
side of the sheet S is made parallel to the end portion of
the registration shutter 203 by the reaction force of the
loop, whereby the skew feed of the sheet S is corrected.
If still thereafter, the conveyance by the pair of pulling-
out rollers 313 is further effected, the loop force over-
comes the force of the spring urging the registration shut-
ter 203, whereby the sheet S is conveyed to a pair of
ante-transfer rollers 201 while pushing up the registration
shutter 203.
[0076] Next, the sheet S having had its skew feed thus
corrected by the registration shutter 203 and conveyed
to the pair of ante-transfer rollers 201 is thereafter con-
veyed by the pair of ante-transfer rollers 201, and has its
leading edge detected by a TOP sensor 202. When the
TOP sensor 202 detects the leading edge of the sheet,
the main body control portion 6 starts a toner image form-
ing operation by the image forming portion which will be
described later, based on the signal of the TOP sensor
202. Design is made such that if the TOP sensor 202
does not detect the leading edge of the sheet S within a
predetermined time after the feeding of the sheet S has
been started, it is judged as jam.
[0077] The MP (multi-paper) feeding portion 4 will now
be described.
[0078] The MP feeding portion 4 is provided with an
MP feed roller 401, an MP separating pad 402, an MP

inner plate 403, an MP tray 404, an MP extension tray
405, an MP inner plate spring (not shown), and a sheet
regulating plate 406. A plurality of sheets S placed on
the MP inner plate 403 are conveyed to the pair of ante-
transfer rollers 201 in the interior of the apparatus main
body by the cooperation between the MP feed roller 401
and the separating pad 402.
[0079] Design is made such that during the use of the
MP feeding portion 4, the openable and closable MP tray
404 is used about sheets of an ordinary size, and the MP
extension tray 405 is pulled out about sheets of sizes
which cannot be stacked on the MP inner plate 403. De-
sign is made such that by the MP extension tray 405
being thus pulled out, the trailing edge of the sheet is
prevented from protruding and hanging down from the
MP tray 404.
[0080] Also, the MP inner plate 403 is upwardly urged
by the MP inner plate spring, but the MP inner plate 403
is depressed in the standby state by a cam (not shown),
and therefore it is possible to stack the sheets S on the
MP inner plate 403.
[0081] In the MP feeding portion 4 of such a construc-
tion, when a signal commanding the start of MP feeding
is outputted from the main body control portion 6 of the
apparatus main body 1, a cam (not shown) is pivotally
moved, and by the release of the depression of the MP
inner plate 403, the stacked sheets S are brought into
pressure contact with the semicircular MP feed roller 401.
Thereafter, the sheets S stacked on the MP inner plate
403 are fed out by the MP feed roller 401, and thereafter
are separated and conveyed one by one by a frictional
piece separating method by the MP separating pad 402.
Next, the separated sheet S continues to be pressure-
conveyed by the MP feed roller 401 and the MP sepa-
rating pad 402, joins a cassette sheet feed conveying
path 314, and has its skew feed corrected by the regis-
tration shutter 203. Then, the sheet S is delivered to the
pair of ante-transfer rollers 201, thereafter the leading
edge of the sheet S is detected by the TOP sensor 202.
[0082] The image forming portion 2 will now be de-
scribed.
[0083] The image forming portion 2 is provided with an
image making portion, a sheet conveying portion 5 and
the fixing portion 7. The image making portion is provided
with a laser scanner 204, a process cartridge 205 pro-
vided with a photosensitive drum 205a, etc., and detach-
ably mountable to the apparatus main body 1, a transfer
roller 206, etc.
[0084] The laser scanner 204 is provided with a laser
beam oscillator (not shown), a polygon mirror 204a and
a turn-back mirror 204b. A scanning beam (modulated
signal) emitted from the laser beam oscillator is applied
to the turn-back mirror 204b via the polygon mirror 204a,
and the scanning beam is reflected toward the photosen-
sitive drum 205a by the turn-back mirror 204b.
[0085] The process cartridge 205 has integrally incor-
porated therein, besides the photosensitive drum 205a,
a charging roller 205b, a developing sleeve 205c, a clean-
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ing blade (not shown), a toner hopper, etc.
[0086] In such an image making portion, during image
formation, the surface of the photosensitive drum 205a
is uniformly charged by the charging roller 205b, and the
scanning beam from the laser scanner 204 is applied to
the surface thereof, whereby a latent image is formed
thereon. Thereafter, the latent image is visualized by a
toner supplied from the developing sleeve 205c, and the
thus visualized toner image is adapted to be transferred
to a sheet by the transfer roller 206.
[0087] The sheet conveying portion 5 serves to convey
the sheet S to which the toner image formed on the sur-
face of the photosensitive drum 205a has been trans-
ferred by the transfer roller 206 to the fixing portion 7,
and has a conveying belt 502 and a conveying guide 501.
By this sheet conveying portion 5, the conveyance of the
sheet from the downstream of the photosensitive drum
205a to the fixing portion 7 is assisted and even the sheet
S shorter than the length of the conveying path between
the photosensitive drum 205a and the fixing portion 7
can be conveyed without the toner image thereon being
disturbed.
[0088] The fixing portion 7 is provided with endless fix-
ing film 701, a pressure roller 702, a pressure spring (not
shown) for urging the pressure roller 702 toward the end-
less fixing film 701, and a fixing frame 703 for supporting
them. A heater 704 is provided in the interior of the end-
less fixing film 701, and a temperature detecting sensor
(not shown) is provided in contact with the surface of the
heater 704. The fixing portion 7 and a pair of first sheet
discharging rollers 751 are disposed in a sheet feeding
path downstream of the image making portion.
[0089] Here, the endless fixing film 701 is rotatively
driven by the driving force of the pressure roller 702, and
as this endless fixing film 701, use is made of e.g. thin
film of the order of 40 Pm. Also, as the heater 704, use
is made of a low heat capacity linear heating member.
By thus using the thin endless fixing film 701, and also
using the low heat capacity linear heating member as the
heater 704, it is possible to realize the shortening of the
rising time to a predetermined fixing temperature, and
the saving of electric power.
[0090] On the downstream side of this fixing portion 7
with respect to the sheet feeding direction, there are dis-
posed a pair of sheet discharging rollers 801 which are
sheet discharging means for discharging the sheet S
fixed by the fixing portion 7 from a side of the apparatus
main body 1. Also, on a side of the apparatus main body
1 which is below the pair of sheet discharging rollers 801,
a sheet discharging tray 802 for stacking thereon sheets
discharged from the pair of sheet discharging rollers 801
is disposed so that the sheet stacking surface thereof
may be inclined with the apparatus main body side there-
of made lower.
[0091] In the thus constructed image forming portion
2, during image formation, the scanning beam from the
laser beam oscillator is first applied to the surface of the
photosensitive drum 205a based on the signal of the TOP

sensor 202 to form a latent image on the surface of the
photosensitive drum 205a. Thereafter, this latent image
is visualized by the toner supplied from the developing
sleeve 205c.
[0092] Next, the thus visualized toner image is trans-
ferred to the sheet S conveyed at such timing that the
leading edge of the toner image formed on the photosen-
sitive drum 205a and the leading edge of the sheet S
coincide with each other, by the transfer roller 206. There-
after, the sheet S to which the toner image has been
transferred is conveyed to the fixing portion 7 by the sheet
conveying portion 5 and further, the toner image is fixed
on the sheet by the fixing portion 7, thereafter the sheet
is discharged to a sheet discharging path 752 by a pair
of fixing and sheet discharging rollers 751.
[0093] Here, between the fixing portion 7 and the pair
of sheet discharging rollers 801, there is formed a sheet
discharging and conveying path rising from the down-
stream side of the fixing portion 7 with respect to the
sheet conveying direction toward the pair of sheet dis-
charging rollers 801. The sheet S conveyed to the sheet
discharging path 752 and stacked on the sheet discharg-
ing tray 802 by the pair of sheet discharging rollers 801
is discharged with its image-formed surface facing up-
ward (so-called face-up discharge). In a case where the
sheet S is thus face-up-discharged, the image-formed
surface thereof is upside, and this leads to the merit that
the state of the image can be recognized on the spot.
[0094] Also, above the image forming portion 2, there
is disposed a sheet discharging portion 8 for reversing
the surface of the sheet S on the upper surface of which
the toner image has been fixed by the fixing portion 7
and conveying it to the pair of sheet discharging rollers
801. Also, a flapper 803 is provided at the entrance of
the sheet discharging path 752, and design is made such
that by switching this flapper 803, it is possible to select
whether the sheet S conveyed from the fixing portion 7
is conveyed to the pair of sheet discharging rollers 801
or to a surface reverse conveying path 804.
[0095] Here, when conveyed to the surface reverse
conveying path 804, and stacked on an upper sheet dis-
charging tray 806 by a pair of upper sheet discharging
rollers 805, the sheet S is discharged with its image-
formed surface facing downward (so-called face-down
discharge). In a case where the sheet S is thus face-
down-discharged, there is the merit that the order of pag-
es can be simply arranged properly.
[0096] Near the upper sheet discharging tray 806,
there are disposed a full load detecting flag 807 and a
full load detecting sensor 808 for detecting that the sheets
S stacked on the upper sheet discharging tray 806 have
exceeded a prescribed number of sheets. The full load
detecting flag 807 is designed to downwardly keeps the
sheets S so as to reliably stack the sheets S curled by
being heated by the fixing portion 7 on the upper sheet
discharging tray 806.
[0097] The duplex conveying portion 9 will now be de-
scribed.
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[0098] The duplex conveying portion 9 is disposed in
the lower portion of the apparatus main body 1 for con-
veying a sheet having an image formed on one side there-
of again to the image forming portion 2 when images are
to be formed on the two sides of the sheet. In a case
where images are to be formed on the two sides of the
sheet, when the fixing sensor 705 first detects the trailing
edge of the sheet S passed through the fixing portion 7,
the pair of upper sheet discharging rollers 805 are re-
versely driven based on an image signal outputted from
the main body control portion 6 after a predetermined
time.
[0099] Thereby, the sheet S having an image formed
on one side thereof is reversed, and is conveyed to the
duplex conveying portion 9 by the pair of fixing and sheet
discharging rollers 751 and a duplex conveying runner
901 in pressure contact with the pair of fixing and sheet
discharging rollers 751. Then, the sheet S thus conveyed
to the duplex conveying portion 9 has its edge portion
aligned by a pair of oblique-feed rollers 902 provided in
the duplex conveying portion 9, and joins a cassette sheet
feeding and conveying path 314, and thereafter is con-
veyed to the image forming portion 2.
[0100] In Fig. 1, the reference numeral 212 designates
a cartridge cover openably and closably provided on the
apparatus main body 1, and by opening this cartridge
cover 212, it is possible to interchange the process car-
tridge 205. Also, the apparatus main body 1 is provided
with an interlock mechanism (not shown) so that the ap-
paratus main body 1 may not operate when the cartridge
cover 212 is opened or when the process cartridge 205
is not set on the apparatus main body 1.
[0101] The reference numeral 315 denotes a sheet
feeding cover, and the reference numeral 810 designates
a sheet discharging cover, and when jam occurs, it is
possible to open one of the sheet feeding cassette 302,
the cartridge cover 212, the sheet feeding cover 315 and
the sheet discharging cover 810 to take out the sheet S
stagnating in the interior.
[0102] Fig. 3 is a block diagram of the main body con-
trol portion 6 of the image forming apparatus 1A, and in
Fig. 3, the reference numeral 53 denotes a CPU for con-
trolling the entire copying machine. This CPU 53 is con-
stituted by an MPU 53a, a ROM 53b storing the control
program or the like of the MPU 53a, a RAM 53c used as
a work area for various kinds of data processing and a
temporary storage portion for the image information, and
an image processing portion for carrying out the variable
power of the image, the conversion of the degree of res-
olution, etc.
[0103] Also, this CPU 53 is provided with an HDD 61
used for the preservation of the image information, etc.
as a non-volatile memory of a large capacity, a calendar
of a known construction, a clock function, etc. That area
of the RAM 53c which stores therein important system
setting information such as one-touch key address infor-
mation and software switch information is protected from
an unexpected obstruction such as power failure by bat-

tery backup.
[0104] The operating portion 12 is constituted by a key
input portion 66 comprising various key switches such
as a start key 70, a stop key 71 and ten keys 72 shown
in Fig. 2, and an indicating portion 65 provided with an
LCD 73 shown in Fig. 2 for effecting the indication of
various messages.
[0105] The image reading portion 11 is provided with
a reading system drive control portion 54 such as a read-
ing motor, a reading sensor 55 for effecting the reading
of the image, a read image processing portion 52 for ef-
fecting the shading, binarization, edge emphasizing,
smoothing, etc. of the read image, and various detecting
sensors 56 for effecting the detection of the original, etc.
[0106] The image forming portion 2 is provided with a
recording system drive control portion 57 such as a re-
cording motor, a recording unit 58 for effecting the control,
etc. of the laser scanner and the electrophotographic
printing process based on a signal from a recorded image
processing portion 64 for effecting the smoothing, etc. of
an image to be recorded, and various detecting sensors
62 for effecting the detection of the sheet, etc.
[0107] The present image forming apparatus 1A has
the function as a facsimile transmitting and receiving ma-
chine, and the control system when it functions as the
facsimile transmitting and receiving machine is com-
prised of a communication main body controlling portion
63 and an external interface 60. This communication
main body controlling portion 63 effects call out, call in,
the encode of image data, etc. and is provided with a
connecting portion 59 comprising a MODEM, an NCU,
etc., and a communication net 59a and a handset 59b
are connected to the connecting portion 59.
[0108] Also, the external interface 60 is an interface,
which effects the transmission and reception of data di-
rectly from the CPU 53. For example, it is connected to
a computer outside the apparatus and peripheral appa-
ratuses through circuits such as RS232C, SCSI, LAN,
USB, IEE1394 and an infrared ray, whereby the appara-
tus is used as the scanner printer or the like of the external
computer, and functions as a host to the external periph-
eral apparatuses.
[0109] The details of the sheet feeding apparatus 3 are
described below.
[0110] Fig. 4 is a front perspective view of the sheet
feeding cassette provided in the sheet feeding apparatus
3, and Fig. 5 is a rear perspective view of the sheet feed-
ing cassette. The upper and lower sheet feeding appa-
ratus 3 and sheet feeding cassettes 302 are of the same
construction.
[0111] In Figs. 4 and 5, the reference numeral 326 des-
ignates a sheet feeding cassette cover provided on the
front side of the sheet feeding cassette 302 with respect
to the apparatus main body 1, and this sheet feeding
cassette cover 326 is formed with an indication window
326b provided with an indication scale 326a. Also, the
reference numeral 325 denotes a remaining amount in-
dicating lever which is a remaining amount indicating
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member, and a pointer 325a is provided on one end of
this remaining amount indicating lever 325, and this
pointer 325a can be confirmed (visually confirmed) from
the indication window 326b of the sheet feeding cassette
cover, as shown in Fig. 4.
[0112] In the present embodiment, the upper side of
the indication scale 326a shows by a figure that the re-
maining amount of sheets is great, and the lower side
thereof shows by a figure that the remaining amount of
sheets is small. Thus, by seeing at which position the
pointer 325a of the remaining amount indicating lever
325 is relative to the indication scale 326a, the user can
confirm the remaining amount of sheets from the outside
of the sheet feeding cassette 302. For example, if the
pointer 325a of the remaining amount indicating lever
325 is on the lower side of the indication scale 326a, it
can be seen that the remaining amount of sheets has
become small.
[0113] Here, this remaining amount indicating lever
325 is swingably provided in the sheet feeding cassette
302 and also, as shown in Fig. 5, is disposed so that the
opposite other end portion 325b of the pointer 325a may
rest on the bottom of the groove 304a in a cassette inner
plate 304 pivotally provided in the sheet feeding cassette
302. Thereby, the remaining amount indicating lever 325
is adapted to swing with the movement of the cassette
inner plate 304. This remaining amount indicating mech-
anism will be described in detail later.
[0114] As shown in Fig. 6, the sheet feeding cassette
302 is provided with a trailing edge regulating plate 307
for regulating the trailing edge of the sheet, and this trail-
ing edge regulating plate 307 is movable in the feeding
direction by a trailing edge regulating lever 321 being
operated.
[0115] In Fig. 6, the reference numeral 322 designates
a detecting lever formed with a plurality of openings 322a
and operable in association with the trailing edge regu-
lating plate 307, and the reference numeral 323 denotes
a length detecting sensor. This length detecting sensor
323 serves to detect the combination of the openings
322a moved with the movement of the length detecting
lever 323 operably associated with the trailing edge reg-
ulating plate 307 to detect the length of the sheet in the
feeding direction.
[0116] Also, the sheet feeding cassette 302 is provided
with a side regulating plate 306 (see Fig. 1) for regulating
the width direction of the sheet, and this side regulating
plate 306 is movable in the direction indicated by the
arrow C in operative association with a width detecting
lever 324 shown in Fig. 7. The width detecting lever 324
is formed with a plurality of openings 324a, and a width
detecting sensor 104 can detect the combination of these
openings 324a to detect the length of the sheet in the
width direction thereof.
[0117] Here, design is made such that when the sheet
feeding cassette 302 is inserted into the apparatus main
body 1, the lengths of the sheet in the feeding direction
and the width direction thereof are detected by the length

detecting sensor 323 and the width detecting sensor 104,
and these data are inputted to the main body control por-
tion 6. The main body control portion 6 can recognize the
size of the sheets set on the sheet feeding cassette 302
from information obtained from the length detecting sen-
sor 323 and the width detecting sensor 104.
[0118] A lifting and lowering mechanism for lifting and
lowering (pivotally moving) the cassette inner plate 304
is described below. The lifting and lowering mechanism
is provided to lift the cassette inner plate 304 to urge the
stacked sheets toward the feed roller 303 (shown in Fig.
1).
[0119] As already described, the pressure lever 316
for pressing the cassette inner plate is disposed for piv-
otal movement in the vertical direction in the lower portion
of the cassette inner plate 304, and when this pressure
lever 316 is pivotally moved in one direction, the cassette
inner plate 304 and the sheets are adapted to be pushed
up.
[0120] Figs. 8 and 9 show a mechanism for thus piv-
otally moving the pressure lever 316. In Figs. 8 and 9,
the reference numeral 320 designates a cassette gear
rotatably provided on the rear surface wall 302w of the
sheet feeding cassette 302, and the reference numeral
317 denotes a pressure arm provided on one end portion
of the pressure lever 316.
[0121] An inner plate spring 318 is provided on a pro-
jected portion 317a provided on the pressure arm 317.
This inner plate spring 318 is an urging member for urging
the cassette inner plate 304 toward the feed roller 303
to generate sheet feeding pressure between the sheets
stacked on the cassette inner plate 304 and the feed
roller 303. This urging member is not restricted to the
spring, but may be means such as a wire.
[0122] The reference numeral 319 designates a rack
member movably provided on the rear surface wall 302w
of the sheet feeding cassette 302, and provided with a
gear portion 319b, and one end of the inner plate spring
318 is restrained on the projected portion 319a of the
rack member 319. Also, the gear portion 319b of this rack
member 319 is designed to mesh with a cassette gear
320.
[0123] The reference numeral 100 denotes a pressure
drive unit provided with a pressure motor 110. The drive
of this pressure drive unit 100 is adapted to be transmitted
to the pressure lever 316 through the cassette gear 320,
the rack member 319 and the pressure arm 317.
[0124] In Fig. 9, the reference numeral 103 designates
a photointerruptor for detecting a projected portion 319c
for detection provided on a rack member 319b shown in
Fig. 13, which will be described later, and this photoin-
terruptor 103 is provided for each of the upper and lower
sheet feeding cassettes 302.
[0125] The drive transmission of the pressure drive unit
100 to the rack member 319 is described below.
[0126] Fig. 10 shows the construction of the pressure
drive unit 100 provided on the apparatus main body side,
and in Fig. 10, the reference character 100a designates
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the front of a driving frame, and the reference character
100 denotes the rear of the driving frame. The reference
numeral 101 designates a drive transmitting gear mesh-
ing with the cassette gear 320 provided on the sheet feed-
ing cassette 302, and in the present embodiment, two
such drive transmitting gears are disposed to transmit
the drive to the upper and lower sheet feeding cassettes
302.
[0127] The reference numeral 105 denotes a position-
ing aperture which is formed in the front 100a of the driv-
ing frame and in which is fitted a positioning boss 302a
projectedly provided on the rear surface wall 302w of the
sheet feeding cassette 302, as shown in Fig. 11. This
positioning aperture 105 is provided for each of the upper
and lower sheet feeding cassettes 302. The rear surface
wall 302w of the sheet feeding cassette 302, as shown
in Fig. 11, is formed with a positioning aperture 302b in
which is inserted a drive transmitting shaft 102 for rotat-
ably holding the drive transmitting gear 101.
[0128] By such positioning aperture 105, positioning
boss 302a, drive transmitting shaft 102 and positioning
aperture 302b, the positioning of the sheet feeding cas-
sette 302 is reliably effected when the sheet feeding cas-
sette 302 is mounted. Also, the distance between the
shafts of the drive transmitting gear 101 and the cassette
gear 320 can be kept accurately, and the driving force of
the pressure drive unit 100 is smoothly transmitted to the
pressure lever 316.
[0129] Now, the drive transmitting gear 101 is urged
in the direction indicated by the arrow B by a gear spring
106, as shown in Fig. 12. Thereby, the drive transmitting
gear 101 can be retracted in a direction opposite to the
direction indicated by the arrow B when during the inser-
tion of the sheet feeding cassette, the teeth of the cas-
sette gear 320 and the teeth of the drive transmitting gear
101 do not smoothly mesh with each other.
[0130] As the result, any damage to the cassette gear
320 and the drive transmitting gear 101 can be prevented.
Even if the drive transmitting gear 101 is thus retracted,
when the drive transmitting gear 101 is moved to a po-
sition in which it meshes with the cassette gear 320 by,
the rotation of a pressure motor 110 which will be de-
scribed later, the drive transmitting gear 101 is pressed
by the gear spring 106 and comes into meshing engage-
ment with the cassette gear 320.
[0131] In Fig. 12, the reference numeral 110 desig-
nates a pressure motor for rotatively driving a worm gear
109 which is speed reducing means, and this pressure
motor 110 is provided for each of the upper and lower
sheet feeding cassettes, and is fixed to the rear 100b of
the driving frame. By providing the worm gear 109 as the
speed reducing means, a greater speed reduction ratio
is obtained and therefore, the pressure drive unit 100 can
be compacted in size.
[0132] The drive transmitting gear 101, for example,
as shown in Fig. 11, is designed to mesh with the worm
gear 109 through a first speed reduction gear 107 and a
second speed reduction gear 108. The first speed reduc-

tion gear 107 and the second speed reduction gear 108
are rotatably held by shafts (not shown) provided on the
rear 100b of the driving frame, and these speed reduction
gear shafts (not shown) are adapted to fit in the aperture
portion of the front 100a of the driving frame and be po-
sitioned.
[0133] Here, when the sheet feeding cassette 302 is
inserted into the apparatus main body 1, the pressure
motor 110 is driven by the main body control portion 6,
and the driving force of this pressure motor 110 is trans-
mitted to the drive transmitting gear 101 through the worm
gear 109, the second speed reduction gear 108 and the
first speed reduction gear 107. Further, the drive of this
drive transmitting gear 101 is transmitted to the cassette
gear 320 on side of the sheet feeding cassette 302 mesh-
ing with the gear portion 319b of the rack member 319,
whereby the rack member 319 is moved in the direction
indicated by the arrow in Fig. 11.
[0134] When the rack member 319 is thus moved, the
inner plate spring 318 is pulled, whereby the pressure
arm 317 will soon begin to be pivotally moved in a clock-
wise direction indicated by the arrow in Fig. 9. Here, when
the rack member 319 is thus moved, the photointerruptor
103 will soon detect the projected portion 319c for de-
tection provided on the rack member 319b shown in Fig.
13. The detection signal of this photointerruptor 103 is
transmitted to the main body control portion 6, whereby
the driving of the pressure motor 110 is stopped.
[0135] When the driving of the pressure motor 110 is
thus stopped, the pressure arm 317 is pivotally moved
by the inner plate spring 318 and is moved to a position
shown in Fig. 14, and along therewith, the pressure lever
316 having the pressure arm 317 attached to one end
thereof is also pivotally moved.
[0136] Then, by the pivotal movement of this pressure
lever 316, the cassette inner plate 304 is pushed up as
shown in Fig. 1, and the sheets S stacked on the cassette
inner plate 304 come into pressure contact with the feed
roller 303 to generate predetermined sheet feeding pres-
sure. By such sheet feeding pressure being generated,
a driving force occurs to the pressure drive unit 100 in a
reverse direction, but the pressure drive unit 100 is adapt-
ed not to be reversely rotated due to the relation between
the lead angle and friction angle of the worm gear 109
meshing with the second reduction gear 108.
[0137] Now, in the present embodiment, the separat-
ing roller 305 (shown in Figs. 1 and 22) in pressure con-
tact with the feed roller 303 to constitute a sheet sepa-
rating portion is provided with a torque limiter (not shown)
connected coaxially with the separating roller 305, as al-
ready described.
[0138] This sheet separating portion is such that when
for example, a sheet is present between the feed roller
303 and the separating roller 305, the torque limiter per-
mits the rotation of the separating roller 305 with the ro-
tation of the feed roller 303. On the other hand, when a
plurality of sheets are present between the feed roller
303 and the separating roller 305, the torque limiter
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blocks the rotation of the separating roller 305 with the
rotation of the feed roller.
[0139] By the torque limiter thus blocking the rotation
of the separating roller 305 in association with the rotation
of the feed roller, a sheet is conveyed by the feed roller
303 and the conveyance of the other sheets is blocked
by the separating roller 305.
[0140] However, in the sheet feeding apparatus 3 ac-
cording to the present embodiment, after the uppermost
one of the sheets S stacked on the sheet feeding cassette
302 has been fed, if the sheets S are pulled out by the
pair of downstream pulling-out rollers 313, the feed roller
303 is rotated in a counter-clockwise direction indicated
in Fig. 1. At this time, the sheets stacked on the cassette
inner plate are always in contact with the feed roller 303
and therefore, the next uppermost one of the stacked
sheets is conveyed to the nip portion between the feed
roller 303 and the separating roller 305 by the rotating
motion of the feed roller 303 rotated in association with
the rotation of the pulling-out rollers 313.
[0141] Here, the separating roller 305 is stopped from
rotating at the moment when the sheet S has left the nip
portion and therefore, as already described in connection
with Fig. 23, there is the possibility of a fold mark remain-
ing on the leading edge portion of the sheet S. In the
present embodiment, however, design is made such that
when a feeding start signal is not outputted within a pre-
determined time after the completion of the feeding op-
eration, a signal for reversely driving the pressure motor
110 is transmitted from the main body control portion 6.
Thereby, the pressure motor 110 is reversely rotated and
the driving force of the pressure motor 110 is transmitted
to the drive transmitting gear 101 through the worm gear
109, the second speed reduction gear 108 and the first
speed reduction gear 107. Further, the drive of this drive
transmitting gear 101 is transmitted to the cassette gear
320 on the sheet feeding cassette 302 side meshing with
the gear portion 319b of the rack member 319, whereby
the rack member 319 is moved in a direction opposite to
the direction indicated by the arrow in Fig. 13.
[0142] The reversely driving time of the pressure motor
110 is the same as the time from the start of the driving
of the pressure motor during the sheet feeding operation
stored in the RAM 53c (see Fig. 3) of the CPU 53 until
the photointerruptor 103 detects the projected portion
319c for detection on the rack member 319. Accordingly,
the reversely driving time becomes long and the rack
member 319 is returned more than to the initial standby
position, and there does not arise the problem that the
parts are damaged.
[0143] By such reverse driving of the pressure motor
110, the pressure arm 317 connected to the inner plate
spring 318 is pivotally moved in a counter-clockwise di-
rection opposite to the direction indicated by the arrow
in Fig. 9, and along therewith, the pressure lever 316 is
pivotally moved away from the cassette inner plate 304.
[0144] As the result, the cassette inner plate 304 is
lowered and the sheets S stacked on the cassette inner

plate 304 are lowered and therefore, as shown in Fig.
24, the stress applied to the leading edge portion of the
sheets S is reduced, and a fold mark can be prevented
from remaining on the leading edge portion of the sheet
S2. Further, the occurrence of a faulty image due to the
fold mark can be prevented.
[0145] However, when the cassette inner plate 304 is
thus lowered after the completion of the feeding opera-
tion, it becomes impossible to indicate a correct remain-
ing amount of sheets contained in the sheet feeding cas-
sette 302 because as already described, the remaining
amount indicating lever 325 is adapted to swing in oper-
ative association with the cassette inner plate 304.
[0146] So, the remaining amount indicating mecha-
nism of the present invention for solving this problem is
described below.
[0147] In the present embodiment, design is made
such that even if the cassette inner plate 304 is lowered,
the remaining amount indicating lever 325 is held at a
position before the cassette inner plate 304 is lowered,
and the remaining amount indicating lever 325 can indi-
cate the correct remaining amount of sheets during the
completion of the feeding operation.
[0148] A remaining amount indication holding mecha-
nism is described below. The remaining amount indica-
tion holding mechanism is a holding mechanism for hold-
ing the remaining amount indicating lever 325 at a posi-
tion before the cassette inner plate 304 is lowered, when
such a cassette inner plate 304 is lowered.
[0149] Fig. 15 is a perspective view of the remaining
amount indication holding mechanism 325A provided in
the sheet feeding cassette 302. In Fig. 15, the reference
numeral 328 designates a remaining amount indication
holder, and a remaining amount indicating lever 325 is
pivotally held on this remaining amount indication holder
328 through a shaft 328d. This remaining amount indi-
cating lever 325 is designed such that the cassette inner
plate side thereof is lowered with the aid of gravity be-
cause the position of the center of gravity of the remaining
amount indicating lever 325 is normally located on the
cassette inner plate 304 side of the shaft 328d. Therefore,
in an ordinary state, one end of the remaining amount
indicating lever 325 is engaged with the bottom of the
groove 304a in the cassette inner plate 304. Also, as
shown in Fig. 4, a pointer 325a provided on the other end
side of the remaining amount indicating lever 325 is dis-
posed so as to be capable of being seen from the indi-
cation window 326b of a sheet feeding cassette cover
326. The remaining amount indicating lever 325 may be
urged by a weak spring so that one end thereof may be
engaged with the inner plate 304.
[0150] Subsequently, a releasing mechanism for re-
leasing the holding of the remaining amount indicating
lever 325 by the remaining amount indication holding
mechanism 325A is described below. A remaining
amount indicating cam 327 is supported for sliding along
a shaft 328d in the directions indicated by the arrows E
and F in a state close to the remaining amount indicating
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lever 325 by the remaining amount indication holder 328.
This remaining amount indicating cam 327 is provided
with a remaining amount indication click spring 329 which
is an urging member pushed along the shaft 328d by the
remaining amount indicating cam 327 to press a side of
the remaining amount indicating lever 325 by a resilient
force when the remaining amount indicating cam 327
slides in the direction indicated by the arrow F.
[0151] Here, this remaining amount indicating cam
327, when the sheet feeding cassette 302 is inserted into
the apparatus main body 1, is pressed by a pushing-in
rib 334 provided in the apparatus main body 1 as shown
in Fig. 16, and slides in the direction indicated by the
arrow F. Design is made such that when it thus slides in
the direction indicated by the arrow F, a force pulling it
in the direction indicated by the arrow E opposite to the
sliding direction in Figs. 15 and 16 is applied to the re-
maining amount indicating cam 327 by a remaining
amount indicating cam spring 330.
[0152] That is, when the sheet feeding cassette 302 is
inserted into the apparatus main body 1, the remaining
amount indicating cam 327 slides in the direction indicat-
ed by the arrow F against the remaining amount indicat-
ing cam spring 330, and when the sheet feeding cassette
302 is pulled out, the remaining amount indicating cam
327 slides in the direction indicated by the arrow E by
the resilient force of the remaining amount indicating cam
spring 330.
[0153] When the remaining amount indicating cam 327
thus slides, the remaining amount indication click spring
329 moved integrally with the remaining amount indicat-
ing cam 327 presses a side of the remaining amount
indicating lever 325. Thereby, the remaining amount in-
dicating lever 325 is urged against a stopper portion 328e
provided on the shaft 328d so as to disable the swing of
the remaining amount indicating lever 325 by operation
of gravity.
[0154] The cassette inner plate 304 is in a downwardly
moved state when the sheet feeding cassette 302 is in-
serted into the apparatus main body 1. Here, when the
sheet feeding cassette 302 is inserted into the apparatus
main body 1, the pressure lever 316 is pivotally moved
by the already described mechanism for pivotally moving
the pressure lever 316, and along therewith, the cassette
inner plate 304 is upwardly pivotally moved so as to bring
the stacked sheets into pressure contact with the feed
roller 303. Here, in the present embodiment, the urging
force (spring force) of the remaining amount indication
click spring 329 assumes a magnitude at which the move-
ment of the remaining amount indicating lever 325 ac-
companying the lift of the cassette inner plate 304 is pos-
sible when the cassette inner plate 304 is lifted.
[0155] Accordingly, when the cassette inner plate 304
is thus upwardly pivotally moved, even in a state in which
the remaining amount indication click spring 329 is in
pressure contact, the remaining amount indicating lever
325 slips between it and a stopper portion 328e provided
on the shaft 328d, whereby it swings in operative asso-

ciation with the cassette inner plate 304. Thereby, the
remaining amount indicating lever 325 is moved to the
height position of the cassette inner plate 304, i.e., a po-
sition conforming to the amount of sheets stacked on the
cassette inner plate 304.
[0156] Thereafter, the image forming operation is start-
ed and along therewith, the sheets stacked on the sheet
feeding cassette 302 are successively fed whereupon
the cassette inner plate 304 is sequentially lifted to a po-
sition in which the sheet can be fed, and along therewith,
the remaining amount indicating lever 325 also swings.
[0157] By the remaining amount indicating lever 325
thus swinging, as shown in Fig. 4, the pointer 325a of the
remaining amount indicating lever 325 seen from the in-
dication window 326b of the sheet feeding cassette cover
326 moves downwardly. Thereby, the user can confirm
the remaining amount of sheets from the outside of the
sheet feeding cassette 302.
[0158] Now, in the present embodiment, as already
described, when there is not the feeding start signal within
a predetermined time after the completion of the feeding
operation, a signal for reversely driving the pressure mo-
tor 110 is transmitted from the main body control portion
6. Thereby, the cassette inner plate 304 is moved (low-
ered) from a position indicated in Fig. 17 to a position
indicated in Fig. 18.
[0159] However, even if the cassette inner plate 304
is thus moved, the remaining amount indicating lever 325
is urged against the stopper portion 328e by the remain-
ing amount indication click spring 329 and therefore does
not swing. As the result, the remaining amount indicating
lever 325, as shown in Fig. 18, is stopped at a position
corresponding to the position of the cassette inner plate
304 during the completion of the sheet feeding operation,
i.e., before the lowering. Thereby, the user can confirm
the correct remaining amount of sheets in the sheet feed-
ing cassette 302 even if the cassette inner plate 304 is
lowered after the completion of the sheet feeding oper-
ation.
[0160] When the sheet feeding cassette 302 is pulled
out from the apparatus main body 1, the remaining
amount indicating cam 327 is moved in the direction in-
dicated by the arrow E in Figs. 15 and 16 by the pulling
force of the remaining amount indicating cam spring 330,
and along therewith, the remaining amount indication
click spring 329 also slides in the direction indicated by
the arrow E.
[0161] When the remaining amount indication click
spring 329 thus slides, the urge against the stopper por-
tion 328e by the remaining amount indication click spring
329 becomes null and the remaining amount indicating
lever 325 swings with the aid of the gravitational force of
the lever 325. As the result, the state shown in Fig. 18
wherein the swinging by the remaining amount indication
click spring 329 is limited is released, and the remaining
amount indicating lever 325 is returned to its initial state
in which the other end portion 325b thereof enters the
groove 304a of the lowered cassette inner plate 304.
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[0162] As described above, when the cassette inner
plate 304 is to be lowered, the remaining amount indi-
cating lever 325 moved in association with the lift of the
cassette inner plate 304 to indicate the remaining amount
of sheets can be held at the position before the cassette
inner plate 304 is lowered. Thereby, the remaining
amount of sheets can be indicated accurately.
[0163] Now, in the present embodiment, when the
sheet feeding cassette 302 is pushed into its regular po-
sition after the feed roller 303 has come into contact with
the separating roller 305 when the sheet feeding cassette
302 is mounted, sliding resistance occurs. Further, much
resistance such as the positioning resistance of the sheet
feeding cassette 302 and the pressure resistance of a
sensor switch for detecting the sheet size occurs imme-
diately before the predetermined containing position of
the sheet feeding cassette 302.
[0164] So, the sheet feeding apparatus 3 according to
the present embodiment has a pulling-in mechanism for
the sheet feeding cassette 302 for the purpose of improv-
ing the operability of the sheet feeding cassette 302.
[0165] Fig. 19 illustrates the construction of such a cas-
sette pulling-in mechanism, and in Fig. 19, the reference
numeral 200 designates the cassette pulling-in mecha-
nism. This cassette pulling-in mechanism 200 is provided
with a base 182 mounted on the apparatus main body 1,
an arm 184 pivotally moved with a shaft 188 provided on
the base 182 as a fulcrum, and a runner 183 rotatably
held on the pivotal movement end of the arm 184. Also,
it is constituted by a resilient member 181 having one
end thereof provided on the arm 184 and having the other
end thereof restrained on a rib 189 projectedly provided
on the apparatus main body 1, and a cam 331 mounted
on the sheet feeding cassette 302 shown in Fig. 20. The
arm 184, when the sheet feeding cassette 302 is outside
the apparatus main body, is urged by the resilient mem-
ber 181, and contacts with a stopper (not shown) and
stands by at a predetermined point.
[0166] When the sheet feeding cassette 302 is inserted
in a direction orthogonal to the sheet feeding direction
indicated by the arrow in Fig. 19, the distal end portion
332 of the cam first contacts with the runner 183. When
thereafter the sheet feeding cassette 302 is further in-
serted, the runner 183 is urged against the cam surface
332 of the cam 331 of the sheet feeding cassette 302 by
the resilient member 181, whereby the arm 184 is pivot-
ally moved in the direction indicated by the arrow while
rotating the runner 183. At this time, the runner 183 pro-
duces a force, which presses the cam 331.
[0167] Thereafter, the sheet feeding cassette 302 is
further inserted and as shown in Fig. 21, the runner 183
passes the vertex 333 of the cam, whereupon the runner
183 presses the cam 331 in a direction indicated by the
arrow in which the sheet feeding cassette 302 is pulled
into a regular position in the apparatus main body 1.
Thereby, the sheet feeding cassette 302 can be pulled
into the apparatus main body 1 by a simple construction
and without requiring a great operating force. There is

adopted a construction in which the shaft 188 and shaft
185 of the arm 184 on the base 182 are disposed so that
a maximum pulling-in pressure force can be produced in
the state immediately after the runner has passed the
vertex 333 of the cam, to pull in the sheet feeding cassette
302.
[0168] However, this cassette pulling-in mechanism
200 is provided on one side of the sheet feeding cassette
302 to make the apparatus main body 1 small. Therefore,
when the pulling-in force by the cassette pulling-in mech-
anism 200 is produced when the sheet feeding cassette
302 is inserted, there is produced a force which inclines
the sheet feeding cassette 302 in the direction indicated
by the arrow H in Fig. 20.
[0169] When such a force in the direction indicated by
the arrow H is produced, there is a case where much
resistance such as the positioning resistance of the sheet
feeding cassette 302 and the pressure resistance of the
sensor switch for detecting the sheet size becomes great-
er than set and the insertion of the sheet feeding cassette
302 into the apparatus main body 1 does not become
smooth.
[0170] So, in the present embodiment, as shown in
Fig. 20, a remaining amount indication holding mecha-
nism 325A is provided on a side opposite to the side on
which the cam 331 (cassette pulling-in mechanism 200)
is disposed. That is, the remaining amount indication
holding mechanism 325A is provided at a position op-
posed to the cassette pulling-in mechanism 200 with re-
spect to the sheet feeding cassette inserting direction.
[0171] Thereby, when the sheet feeding cassette 302
is inserted into the apparatus main body 1, as shown in
Fig. 16 already described, the remaining amount indicat-
ing cam 327 abuts against a pushing-in rib 334, whereby
a force is produced in a direction opposite to the direction
indicated by the arrow H in Fig. 20.
[0172] By such a force being produced in the direction
opposite to the direction indicated by the arrow H, the
insertion resistance of the sheet feeding cassette 302
can be prevented from becoming great. Further, the pull-
ing-in force of the cassette pulling-in mechanism 200 be-
comes to accurately work on the sheet feeding cassette
302, and the sheet feeding cassette 302 can smoothly
be pulled in.
[0173] While the present invention has been described
with reference to exemplary embodiments, it is to be un-
derstood that the invention is not limited to the disclosed
exemplary embodiments. The scope of the following
claims is to be accorded the broadest interpretation so
as to encompass all such modifications and equivalent
structures and functions.
Sheets fed out from a sheet feeding portion, which is
brought into pressure contact with the sheets by the up-
ward movement of a sheet stacking portion to feed out
the sheets, are separated and conveyed one by one while
being upwardly curved. During the sheet feeding opera-
tion, the sheet stacking portion is sequentially moved up,
and when the sheet feeding operation is completed, the
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sheet stacking portion is moved down. Further, a remain-
ing amount indicating member moved with the upward
movement of the sheet stacking portion to indicate the
remaining amount of sheets is held at a position before
the sheet stacking portion is moved down, by a holding
mechanism, when the sheet feeding operation is com-
pleted and the sheet stacking portion is moved down.

Claims

1. A sheet feeding apparatus (3) comprising:

a sheet containing portion (302) having a sheet
stacking portion (304) movable up and down
with sheets (S) stacked thereon;
a sheet feeding portion (303) brought into pres-
sure contact with the stacked sheets (S) by an
upward movement of the sheet stacking portion
(304) to feed out the sheets;
a lifting and lowering mechanism (316) for lifting
the sheet stacking portion (304) to a sheet feed-
ing position such that the sheets (S) stacked on
the sheet stacking portion (304) are in contact
with the sheet feeding portion (303), and for low-
ering the sheet stacking portion (304) to a sheet
separation position such that the sheets (S)
stacked on the sheet stacking portion (304) are
separated from the sheet feeding portion (303);
a movable remaining amount indicating member
(325) engaged with the sheet stacking portion
(304) for indicating the remaining amount of
sheets (S) according to a position of the sheet
stacking portion (304); characterized by
a holding mechanism (325A) for holding the re-
maining amount indicating member (325) at a
position in which the remaining amount indicat-
ing member has indicated the remaining amount
of sheets on the sheet stacking portion (304),
before the sheet stacking portion (304) has been
lowered, when the sheet stacking portion is low-
ered from the sheet feeding position.

2. A sheet feeding apparatus according to Claim 1,
wherein the holding mechanism (325A) is provided
with an urging member (329) for limiting a movement
of the remaining amount indicating member (325) by
an urging force, and the urging force of the urging
member (229) is set to a magnitude at which the
remaining amount indicating member (325) can be
moved in association with the upward movement of
the sheet stacking portion (304) when the sheet
stacking portion (304) is moved up.

3. A sheet feeding apparatus according to Claim 2,
wherein the holding mechanism (325A) is provided
with a shaft (328d) for pivotally supporting the re-
maining amount indicating member (325), and a

stopper portion (328e) provided on the shaft, and
can hold the remaining amount indicating member
by the urging member (329) urging the remaining
amount indicating member against the stopper por-
tion (328e).

4. A sheet feeding apparatus according to Claim 3,
wherein one end of the remaining amount indicating
member (325) is engaged with the sheet stacking
portion and a pointer (325a) for indicating a remain-
ing amount of sheets to an outside is provided at the
other end of the remaining amount indicating mem-
ber (325), and the pointer (325a) is moved according
to the upward and downward movement of the sheet
stacking portion (304) to indicate the remaining
amount of sheets (S).

5. A sheet feeding apparatus according to Claim 2,
wherein the urging force of the urging member (229)
is applied to the remaining amount indicating mem-
ber (325) in a state in which the sheet containing
portion is mounted on a main body (1) of the appa-
ratus, and the sheet feeding apparatus comprises a
releasing mechanism (327) for releasing the urging
force of the urging member (229) when the sheet
containing portion (302) has been taken out of the
apparatus main body (1).

6. A sheet feeding apparatus according to Claim 5,
wherein the holding mechanism (325A) is provided
with a shaft (328d) for pivotally supporting the re-
maining amount indicating member (325), and a
stopper portion (328e) provided on the shaft (328d),
and can hold the remaining amount indicating mem-
ber by the urging member (229) urging the remaining
amount indicating member (325) against the stopper
portion (328e), and the releasing mechanism has a
remaining amount indicating cam (327) slidably dis-
posed on the shaft, and slidingly moves the remain-
ing amount indicating cam (327) so as to release the
urging force of the urging member (229) according
to an operation of pulling out the sheet containing
portion (302) from the apparatus main body (1).

7. An image forming apparatus comprising:

a sheet feeding apparatus (3) according to any
one of Claims 1 to 6, and
an image forming portion (2) for forming images
on sheets (S) fed out from the sheet feeding ap-
paratus (3).

Patentansprüche

1. Blattzustellgerät (3) mit:

einem Blattaufbewahrungsabschnitt (302) der
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einen Blattstapelabschnitt (304) aufweist, wel-
cher aufwärts und abwärts bewegbar ist, wobei
Blätter (S) auf diesem gestapelt sind;
einem Blattzustellabschnitt (303), der durch ei-
ne Aufwärtsbewegung des Blattstapelab-
schnitts (304) mit den gestapelten Blättern (S)
in Druckkontakt gebracht wird, um die Blätter
hinaus zuzustellen;
einem Hebe- und Senkmechanismus (316) zum
Heben des Blattstapelabschnitts (304) in eine
Blattzustellposition, in der die auf dem Blattsta-
pelabschnitt (304) gestapelten Blätter (S) mit
dem Blattzustellabschnitt (303) in Kontakt sind,
und zum Senken des Blattstapelabschnitts
(304) in eine Blatttrennposition, in der die auf
den Blattstapelabschnitt (304) gestapelten Blät-
ter (S) von dem Blattzustellabschnitt (303) ge-
trennt werden;
einem bewegbaren Restmengenangabebauteil
(325), das mit dem Blattstapelabschnitt (304) in
Eingriff ist, um die Restmenge von Blättern (S)
gemäß einer Position des Blattstapelabschnitts
(304) anzugeben; gekennzeichnet durch
einen Haltemechanismus (325A) zum Halten
des Restmengenangabebauteils (325) in einer
Position, in der das Restmengenangabebauteil
die Restmenge von Blättern vor dem Absenken
des Blattstapelabschnitts (304) auf dem Blatt-
stapelabschnitt (304) angegeben hat, wenn der
Blattstapelabschnitt ausgehend von der Blattzu-
stellposition abgesenkt wird.

2. Blattzustellgerät nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Halte-
mechanismus (325A) mit einem Drängbauteil (329)
zum Begrenzen einer Bewegung des Restmengen-
angabebauteils (325) durch eine Drängkraft verse-
hen ist, und wobei die Drängkraft des Drängbauteils
(329) auf eine Größe festgesetzt ist, mit der das
Restmengenangabebauteil (325) in Verbindung mit
der Aufwärtsbewegung des Blattstapelabschnitts
(304) bewegt werden kann, wenn der Blattstapelab-
schnitt (304) aufwärts bewegt wird.

3. Blattzustellgerät nach Anspruch 2, wobei der Halte-
mechanismus (325A) mit einer Welle (328b) zum
schwenkbaren Stützen des Restmengenangabe-
bauteils (325) und einem an der Welle vorgesehenen
Stopperabschnitt (328e) versehen ist, und das Rest-
mengenangabebauteil durch das Drängbauteil
(329) halten kann, das das Restmengenangabebau-
teil gegen den Stopperabschnitt (328) drängt.

4. Blattzustellgerät nach Anspruch 3, wobei ein Ende
des Restmengenangabebauteils (325) mit dem
Blattstapelabschnitt in Eingriff ist und ein Anzeiger
(325a) zum Angeben einer Restmenge von Blättern
nach außen an dem anderen Ende des Restmen-
genangabebauteils (325) vorgesehen ist, und wobei

der Anzeiger (325a) gemäß der Aufwärts- und Ab-
wärtsbewegung des Blattstapelabschnitts (304) be-
wegt wird, um die Restmenge von Blättern (S) an-
zugeben.

5. Blattzustellgerät nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Dräng-
kraft des Drängbauteils (229) in einem Zustand auf
das Restmengenangabebauteil (325) aufgebracht
wird, in dem der Blattaufbewahrungsabschnitt an ei-
nem Hauptkörper (1) des Geräts montiert ist, und
wobei das Blattzustellgerät einen Freigabemecha-
nismus (327) zum Freigeben der Drängkraft des
Drängbauteils (229), wenn der Blattaufbewahrungs-
abschnitt (302) aus dem Gerätehauptkörper (1) ge-
nommen wurde, aufweist.

6. Blattzustellgerät nach Anspruch 5, wobei der Halte-
mechanismus (325A) mit einer Welle (328d) zum
schwenkbaren Stützen des Restmengenangabe-
bauteils (325) und mit einem an der Welle (328d)
vorgesehenen Stopperabschnitt (328e) versehen
ist, und das Restmengenangabebauteil durch das
Drängbauteil (229), das das Restemengenangabe-
bauteil (325) gegen den Stopperabschnitt (328e)
drängt, halten kann, und wobei der Freigabemecha-
nismus einen Restmengenangabenocken (327) auf-
weist, der gleitfähig an der Welle angeordnet ist, und
den Restmengenangabenocken (327) gleitend be-
wegt, um die Drängkraft des Drängbauteils (229) ge-
mäß einer Herausziehhandlung des Blattaufbewah-
rungsabschnitts (302) aus dem Gerätehauptkörper
(1) freizugeben.

7. Bilderzeugungsgerät mit:

einem Blattzustellgerät (3) nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 6, und
einem Bilderzeugungsabschnitt (2) zum Erzeu-
gen von Bildern auf Blättern (S), die von dem
Blattzustellgerät (3) ausgegeben werden.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de délivrance de feuilles (3), comprenant :

une partie contenant des feuilles (302) compor-
tant une partie d’empilement de feuilles (304)
pouvant se déplacer vers le haut et vers le bas
avec des feuilles (S) empilées sur celle-ci ;
une partie de délivrance de feuilles (303) mise
en contact de pression avec les feuilles empi-
lées (S) par un déplacement vers le haut de la
partie d’empilement de feuilles (304) pour déli-
vrer les feuilles ;
un mécanisme de soulèvement et d’abaisse-
ment (316) pour soulever la partie d’empilement
de feuilles (304) dans une position de délivrance
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de feuilles, de telle sorte que les feuilles (S) em-
pilées sur la partie d’empilement de feuilles
(304) soient en contact avec la partie de déli-
vrance de feuilles (303), et pour abaisser la par-
tie d’empilement de feuilles (304) dans une po-
sition de séparation de feuilles, de telle sorte
que les feuilles (S) empilées sur la partie d’em-
pilement de feuilles (304) soient séparées de la
partie de délivrance de feuilles (303) ;
un élément d’indication de quantité restante mo-
bile (325) venant en prise avec la partie d’em-
pilement de feuilles (304) de façon à indiquer la
quantité restante de feuilles (S) en fonction
d’une position de la partie d’empilement de
feuilles (304) ; caractérisé par :

un mécanisme de support (325A) pour sup-
porter l’élément d’indication de quantité res-
tante (325) en une position dans laquelle
l’élément d’indication de quantité restante
a indiqué la quantité restante de feuilles sur
la partie d’empilement de feuilles (304),
avant que la partie d’empilement de feuilles
(304) n’ait été abaissée, lorsque la partie
d’empilement de feuilles est abaissée à par-
tir de la position de délivrance de feuilles.

2. Dispositif de délivrance de feuilles selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel le mécanisme de support
(325A) est muni d’un élément de poussée (329) pour
limiter un déplacement de l’élément d’indication de
quantité restante (325) par une force de poussée, et
la force de poussée de l’élément de poussée (229)
est établie à une valeur à laquelle l’élément d’indi-
cation de quantité restante (325) peut être déplacé
en association avec le déplacement vers le haut de
la partie d’empilement de feuilles (304) lorsque la
partie d’empilement de feuilles (304) est élevée.

3. Dispositif de délivrance de feuilles selon la revendi-
cation 2, dans lequel le mécanisme de support
(325A) est muni d’un arbre (328d) pour supporter de
façon à ce qu’il puisse pivoter l’élément d’indication
de quantité restante (325), et une partie d’élément
d’arrêt (328e) disposée sur l’arbre, et peut supporter
l’élément d’indication de quantité restante à l’aide de
l’élément de poussée (329) qui pousse l’élément
d’indication de quantité restante contre la partie
d’élément d’arrêt (328e).

4. Dispositif de délivrance de feuilles selon la revendi-
cation 3, dans lequel une extrémité de l’élément d’in-
dication de quantité restante (325) vient en prise
avec la partie d’empilement de feuilles, et un pointeur
(325a) pour indiquer une quantité restante de feuilles
à l’extérieur est présent à l’autre extrémité de l’élé-
ment d’indication de quantité restante (325), et le
pointeur (325a) est déplacé en fonction du déplace-

ment vers le haut et vers le bas de la partie d’empi-
lement de feuilles (304) de façon à indiquer la quan-
tité restante de feuilles (S).

5. Dispositif de délivrance de feuilles selon la revendi-
cation 2, dans lequel la force de poussée de l’élé-
ment de poussée (229) est appliquée à l’élément
d’indication de quantité restante (325) dans un état
dans lequel la partie contenant des feuilles est mon-
tée sur un corps principal (1) du dispositif, et le dis-
positif de délivrance de feuilles comprend un méca-
nisme de relâchement (327) pour relâcher la force
de poussée de l’élément de poussée (229) lorsque
la partie contenant des feuilles (302) a été extraite
du corps principal de dispositif (1).

6. Dispositif de délivrance de feuilles selon la revendi-
cation 5, dans lequel le mécanisme de support
(325A) est muni d’un arbre (328d) pour supporter de
façon pivotante l’élément d’indication de quantité
restante (325), et d’une partie d’élément d’arrêt
(328e) disposée sur l’arbre (328d), et peut supporter
l’élément d’indication de quantité restante à l’aide de
l’élément de poussée (229) qui pousse l’élément
d’indication de quantité restante (325) contre la par-
tie d’élément d’arrêt (328e), et le mécanisme de re-
lâchement comporte une came d’indication de quan-
tité restante (327) disposée de façon à pouvoir cou-
lisser sur l’arbre, et déplace de façon coulissante la
came d’indication de quantité restante (327) de fa-
çon à relâcher la force de poussée de l’élément de
poussée (229) en fonction d’un actionnement de
traction de la partie contenant des feuilles (302) à
partir du corps principal de dispositif (1).

7. Dispositif de formation d’image, comprenant :

un dispositif de délivrance de feuilles (3) selon
l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, et
une partie de formation d’image (2) pour former
des images sur des feuilles (S) délivrées à partir
du dispositif de délivrance de feuilles (3).
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